Cholangiocarcinoma Arising 38 Years after Surgical Resection of Hepatocellular Carcinoma
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ABSTRACT

Background: Most of the reports on tumor relapse are recurrence of the same type of tumor after months to few years of a successful initial cancer treatment. It is generally unusual and unexpected that a different type of the second tumor occurs after several decades of the curative treatment of the original tumor. Case Presentation: We report a case of 74-year-old man with intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ICC) diagnosed 38 years after curative resection of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). In addition to the uniqueness of longer survival and developed a new type of tumor, both the original HCC and the later occurred ICC were detected through a cancer surveillance program by screening alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) and ultrasonography of the liver for the general population and/or high risk group of people who were asymptomatic. Conclusion: This report provides evidence demonstrating occurrence of new type of tumor following initial curative therapy of the original tumor. In addition, this case report also highlights the importance of cancer surveillance program for earlier detection of the tumors to achieve a remarkably improved prognosis of the cancer patients for a prolonged cancer free survival time.
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1. Introduction

Primary liver cancer is the fifth most common cancer in men and the eighth most common cancer in women worldwide. Previous epidemiologic studies have revealed that the incidence rate of liver cancer is much higher in East Asia and sub-Saharan Africa than in North America and most of Europe [1]. This variation in the incident rate of liver cancer is largely resulted from the complex of different risk factors. In countries of East Asia and Africa, primarily infection of hepatitis B virus (HBV) or exposure to aflatoxin B is considered as the major etiological factor of liver cancer, whereas infection of hepatitis C virus (HCV), alcoholic and non-alcoholic liver diseases might be responsible for driving liver cancer in the regions of North America and Europe. The majority of primary liver malignancies are hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), which is accounted for more than 90% of liver cancers. In contrast, only about 6% and 2% of liver tumors are intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ICC) and combined HCC and ICC (HCC-ICC), respectively [2].

HCC is the most common cancer in men in some areas of China. In recent years, more than 360,000 new HCC cases diagnosed and about 350,000 patients died from this malignancy annually. The overall one year and five year survival rate of HCC in China is less than 20% and 10%, respectively. Since only few patients are eligible for surgical resection and the ineffectiveness of HCC chemotherapy or radiation therapy, screening of serum alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) in combination with liver ultrasonography for the high risk population, such as HBV carriers and cirrhotic patients, has been confirmed as an important strategy for the early detection and surgical resection of HCC. We had established a regional cancer registration program with emphasis on HCC surveillance since 1970s and screened more than 2 million people
since then [3]. In a recent screening of 26,355 people, 64 cases of earlier stage HCC were identified, among which 28 cases were then subjected to curative treatment by surgical resection and 20 cases received transcatheter arterial chemoembolization therapy [4]. Most recently, we re-screened 90 patients who had been survived for more than 10 years after HCC resection and identified a case of ICC from a patient who had been survived for 38 years since the curative HCC resection.

2. Case Presentation

2.1. The First Diagnosis of HCC in 1974

The research project of cancer surveillance program on human population has been approved by the institutional review board of Qidong Liver Cancer Institute. Statements of written consents were obtained from the individuals included in the screening program and follow-up studies. The patient, male, was first diagnosed with HCC on January 8th, 1974 when he was 35 years old (born in March, 1938) and was included in a HCC screening program for general population in Qidong, China. The serum AFP level was large than 1000 unit as determined by haemagglutination assay and then rocket immunoelectrophoresis. Additional laboratory testing did not show any other abnormalities. Radioisotope scanning revealed a well-defined tumor mass 8.5 cm in diameter in the hepatic hilar region. The patient was a farmer, non-smoker and alcohol drinker. He was not aware of any familial-associated liver, gastrointestinal, or lung malignancy.

The patient was hospitalized on June 18th, 1974, in a local hospital for liver tumor and gallbladder resection by surgeon specialists from the Jiangsu Medical Team in Qidong. At laparotomy, a solitary tumor behind the portal hilar structure was found. The tumor showed a well-defined pseudocapsule formed by fibrotic tissue surrounding the tumor and a size of 8.5 × 8.5 × 4.5 cm³. The non-cancerous liver tissue exhibited some scattered cirrhotic nodules. The liver tumor was surgically resected along with an expanded inferior right and left cirrhotic nodules. The tumor also showed variable sized tubular structures, acini formation, papillary configurations and mild desmoplastic reaction. The tumor cells exhibited cord-like growth pattern with variable cellular and nuclear pleomorphism. The majority of cancer cells have a small nucleus and a pale, eosinophilic, or vacuolated cytoplasm. Mucin production was visible on cut surfaces and the luminal sides of the tubular structures. The patient was fully recovered without chemotherapy, radiation therapy or adjuvant treatment.

2.2. The Diagnosis of ICC in 2012, 38 Years after HCC Resection

Since the last surgical operation to remove the liver tumor in 1974, the patient, now is 74 years old, has been working as a farmer without any physical limitation or symptoms of illness. The patient was subjected to follow-up studies of post-surgery during the past decades and showed normal liver function and serum negative of AFP in several laboratory tests, except serum positives of HBsAg and anti-HBc.

The patient was recruited to an ongoing research project monitoring cancer recurrence by screening serum AFP along with ultrasonography for a group of patients who had been survived for more than 10 years after HCC resection. The patient was presented for this research project on June 7th, 2012. On physical examination, he was an elderly man with proper nutrition and mostly normal physical signs. Superficially, there were no visible signs of jaundice, anemia and febrile. His pulse was 72 beats per minute and blood pressure 140/80 mm·Hg. His chest was clear under X-ray. Other systems were unremarkable.

Although laboratory test showed undetectable level of serum AFP, ultrasonography and CT scan revealed a tumor mass with a diameter of 2.5 cm in the medial segment of left lobe of the liver and dilated intrahepatic biliary ducts (Figure 1(B)). Additional blood test showed marginal increase of CEA (5.75 ng/ml), HBsAg (+), anti-HBc (+) HCV (−), HIV (−). No other abnormalities were noted. The patient was tentatively diagnosed as HCC recurrence and was hospitalized in Qidong Liver Cancer Institute on June 8th, 2012, for scheduling HCC resection.

Surgical operation on this patient was performed on June 14th, 2012. A solid tumor with a size of 3.5 × 2.5 × 3.0 cm² was seen at the left lobe of the liver. The tumor mass showed gray to gray-white color and compressive growth without notable encapsulation in the hepatic parenchyma. The tumor was removed along with an expanded partial left lobe heptectomy. Additional pathological evaluation revealed that the tumor has no evident fibrous capsule and exhibited bud-like growth of the cancerous tissues into the surrounding liver tissue that was severely cirrhotic. The tumor also showed variable sized tubular structures, acini formation, papillary configurations and mild desmoplastic reaction. The tumor cells exhibited cord-like growth pattern with variable cellular and nuclear pleomorphism. The majority of cancer cells have a small nucleus and a pale, eosinophilic, or vacuolated cytoplasm. Mucin production was visible on cut surfaces and the luminal sides of the tubular structures (Figure 1(C)). Based on these findings, the patient was diagnosed as ICC in the left liver robe, chronic hepatitis and liver cirrhosis.
3. Conclusions

HCC is one of the most malignant cancers that have the lowest five-year survival rate after diagnosis. The data from population-based cancer registration suggested that the current five-year survival rate of HCC is less than 10% in China or 15% worldwide. In fact, more than 80% of HCC patients died within 6 to 12 months after diagnosis. The lack of earlier detection and effective chemotherapies has long been ascribed to the poorest prognosis of HCC [5]. Accordingly, earlier detection of HCC, such as AFP- and ultrasonography-based screening for the high risk population, is pivotal to achieve an improved outcome. The case reported here may provide the strongest support to this notion, which showed that the patient has survived for more than 38 years after a screening-based earlier detection and the subsequent surgical resection of the HCC.

ICC is considered as a malignant tumor with characteristics of adenocarcinoma that arises from the bile duct epithelium, which accounts for only about 4% - 7% of all liver cancers [6]. The rarity of ICC relative to HCC may simply reflect the fact that the number of cholangiocytes is far less then the number of hepatocytes in the total population of liver epithelial cells. It was believed that both HCC and ICC are derived from the same bipotential hepatic progenitor cell niches located in the canals of Hering and peribiliary glands of the livers. Indeed, this notion was supported by our recent gene profiling study that indicated a shared molecular signature between higher JNK1 HCC and ICC that showed overlapping gene expression spectrum between them, such as those genes important for self renewal of the progenitor/stem cells and phenotypic identities of the cells, including CD24, SPP1, KRT7, and KRT19 [7,8]. Although a number of studies suggested that HCC and ICC do not share the major risk factors, several lines of evidence indicated presence of common risk factors for both HCC and ICC [9].

To the best of our knowledge, there is no reported case of ICC that occurred several years after HCC resection. The case presented here is not the recurrence of HCC after resection, nor a mixture of HCC and ICC, but rather, a new type of malignant tumor developed following the curative therapy of the previous cancer 38 years ago. It is unclear whether the previous HCC and the later developed ICC caused by the same etiological factors, such as HBV infection and liver cirrhosis. One of the possible mechanisms of the subsequent development of ICC is compensatory proliferation of the biliary epithelium or the bipotential hepatic progenitor cells induced by the neighboring cirrhotic lesions that were consistent after the surgical resection of HCC. It is not unlikely that the cirrhotic cells release paracrine factors, such as Wnt signaling proteins and cytokines to influence the growth of the biliary epithelial cells, progenitor cells or the associated myofibroblast cells [10]. An additional possibility that cannot be ruled out is that the altered biliary duct structure due to previous resection of HCC, gallbladder and partial hepatectomy, may enhance the level of shear stress on hepatobiliary tract, leading to chronic inflammation, proliferation and transformation of the intrahepatic biliary epithelial cells.

Similar to HCC, ICC is a devastating malignancy with very dismal prognosis due to the fact that majority of ICCs are growth aggressively, invasiveness and unresectable when diagnosed. For the resectable ICC, surgical resection of the tumor along with the histologically negative surrounding liver segments is the only existing curative measure. Depending on location and the degree of intrahepatic metastasis, the 5-year disease free survival rate of post-ICC surgery varied from 8% to 47%. Most studies have concluded that chemotherapy of ICC has no benefit in improving survival in either resected or unresected ICC [11]. Because of lack of reliable tumor markers, it is difficult to make earlier detection of ICC, esp., in those asymptomatic patients. Despite this, several circulating proteins can be useful as diagnosis guide, such as the widely used carbohydrate antigen (CA) 19-9 and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA).

The HCC of this case reported here was detected through cancer screening by serum AFP test for the gen-

Figure 1. (A) Formaldehyde-fixed HCC specimen from the patient who was subjected to surgical resection of the liver tumor on June 18th, 1974; (B) Panel (a) photo of the patient taken on the day of screening on June 7th, 2012; Panel (b) a tumor mass was detected by ultrasonography; Panels (c) and (d) computed tomography (CT) scan from 2 of the series (00745025) showing location and size of the tumor; (C) Photomicrograph of ICC stained by hematoxylin-eosin (H-E). Original magnification: 10 × 10.
eral population in 1974. Intriguingly, the ICC of the same patient was detected also through a follow-up screening for a high risk population 38 years later by using the same screening tactics in combination of ultrasonography, although this time the serum AFP was negative. Thus, this brief report highlights the importance of screening for either a general population or a high risk population by the mutually compensatory procedures for earlier detection of the tumor and a remarkably prolonged survival of the patients.
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